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***Please note, individual views and options may vary depending on your
school/district’s settings.***

Name Dropdown
Click on your name in the upper right-hand corner of the screen to access preferences,
support resources, and sign out.

Preferences

Profile
Edit your name, email, and password.

Student Display Preferences
Change how the student tiles are displayed by
customizing the following options:

● Student Name Options (First, Last, or Both),
● Student Activity Options (URL or Tab Title),
● Student Activity Count (number of recently visited tabs listed in Tab or Enhanced

view),
● Student Size Options (Small, Medium, or Large), and
● Student View Options (Tabs, Screenshot, or Both; “Both” is also known as the

“Enhanced” view.)

Student Sorting Preferences
Change how the student tiles are sorted by customizing the following options:

● Student Name Options (First, Last, or Both),
● Student Alphabetical Sort Options (A-Z or Z-A), and
● Priority Student Options (Default, Off-Task, or Online).
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Display Preferences
Change the sidebar width on the left to small, medium, or large. Note, if you have long
classroom names, you may want to make the sidebar width larger so you can see the
full class name or edit the class names from the “Class Options” tab (see page 21) to
make them shorter.

Support
Click to access our support videos, guide and FAQ.

Sign Out
Click to be signed out of NetRef.
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Schools & Classes
Schools and classes assigned to the teacher will populate on the left-hand side of the
panel.

School and class associations and rosters are managed by your admin. If you see any
discrepancies please contact them directly.
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Student Management
Once a school and class are selected, student tiles will populate in the middle of the
screen. From here, teachers will be able to monitor and control access
student-by-student or class-by-class.

Tiles
Each student is represented by a tile. Depending on the view selected, the tile will show
the student’s current screen, the most recently visited websites, or both. A breakdown of
each follows.

Screens View
The screens view shows a screenshot of the screen the student is currently on. If the
teacher would like to see a larger image of the screen, he or she can click the
magnifying glass icon . To toggle to the “Tabs” view, click the toggle button in the bottom
right-hand corner.
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Tabs View
The tabs view shows the sites currently open and the most recently visited sites. To
toggle to the “Screens” view, click the toggle button in the bottom right-hand corner.
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Enhanced View
The enhanced view shows both the screens and tabs view.

To access this option, navigate to “Preferences” in the name dropdown and select
“Both” under “Student View Options.”
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Information
The information button houses the following: screenshots of
the student’s activity, the student’s access history, the ability
to share the student’s screen, create permanent rules, and
general information. To access the information button, click
on the student’s tile.

Screenshot
The Screenshot tab will show a screenshot of what the student is currently on.

History
The History tab will show a list of websites and applications (if applicable) the student
has visited, or tried to visit, and the duration spent on each. The tab also shows when
rules (Allow, Block, Allowlist, Blocklist) and bell schedules were applied.

To run the report for a specific date range, follow these steps:
1. Enter the start date.
2. Enter the end date.
3. Press the orange “refresh” button.

The history list can be downloaded by clicking the download button located in the upper
left-hand corner.
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To view screenshots of each line item, click the camera icon on the right-hand side of
the item. The screenshots can be downloaded by clicking the download button located
in the bottom left-hand corner. Screenshots are stored on the NetRef servers for two
weeks.
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Screen Share (If applicable)
The Screen Share tab allows teachers to share a student’s screen with others. To begin
a screenshare follow these steps:

1. Click the “Share” button.
2. Select the student(s) the screen should be shared with.
3. Click the “Start” button.
4. Students will need to click the “Accept” button (Otherwise, you will not see the

screen).
5. To end a screenshare, click “End.”

Permanent Rules
The Permanent Rules tab allows teachers to create permanent rules (Allowlist or
Blocklist) on a student-by-student basis. To add a new rule (if applicable), follow these
steps:

1. Click the green “+” button.
2. Select Allowlist or Blocklist
3. Click the green “+” button.
4. Type the URL and the display name (optional).
5. Click the “Save” button.
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The rule list can be searched, filtered, and downloaded.

Info
The Info tab contains the student’s name, email, student ID, student active directory
username, grade, and the date of the last activity update.
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Controlling Access
Access can be determined on a student-by-student or class-by-class basis. To control
access student-by-student, click on a student tile. To control access class-by-class, use
the menu on the right-hand side of the panel.

A breakdown of the control abilities follows:

Allow
The “Allow” button gives students open access to the internet. The status
dot on the student tile will turn green.

Block
The “Block” button turns off all internet access to the device. The status dot
on the student tile will turn red.
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Allowlist
The “Allowlist” button allows students to access only the websites enabled
on the Allowlist. The status dot on the student tile will turn orange.

Blocklist
The “Blocklist” button gives students open access to the internet with the
exception of the websites enabled on the block list. The status dot on the
student tile will turn purple.

Edit Lists
To add to the Allowlist and the Blocklist for websites, follow these steps:

1. Use the toggle button to select the Allowlist or the Blocklist.
2. Choose which folder the rule will go into.

a. The teacher can create a new folder by clicking the grey “+”
button.

b. Folders can be renamed by double-clicking on the name.
3. Type the URL and the display name into the boxes.
4. Click the blue “+” button.

To share a folder, the teacher can click the “Share” icon and select the
teacher(s) they want to share the folder with. Note that “Can edit?” means
that any changes made to the list (i.e. adding and removing sites) will update
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for the owner of the list as well.

To turn off an existing rule, click the toggle button located at the right-hand
side of the rule.

Rules on the list can also be copied, moved, or deleted.

Apps Button (If applicable)
The Applications (Apps) button allows teachers to control student access to
applications that are installed on student Windows and Mac devices.

Application’s Allow, Block, Allowlist, and Blocklist functions operate in the
same way as the internet functions, but only control applications. To modify
the Allowlist or Blocklist, use the toggle to choose “Allowlist” or “Blocklist.”
Then, toggle the “State” of each application on or off.

If you need to manage additional apps within NetRef, please contact your
admin.
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Additional Options Button
The “Additional Options” button houses the abilities to send messages, open
sites, screen share, and limit tabs.

Send Messages (If applicable)
The “Send Messages” function allows the teacher to send a one-way direct message to
a student, students, or a class. Once the message is sent, it will appear in the bottom
right-hand corner of the student’s device. To send a message, follow these steps:

1. Select the student(s) the message will be sent to.
2. Type the message.
3. Click the “Send Message” button.

Open Sites
The “Open Sites” function allows the teacher to send and open a website in a new tab
on one, multiple, or all student devices. To open a site follow these steps:

1. Select the student(s) the site will be sent to.
2. Enter the site.
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3. Click the “Push Site” button.

Screenshare (If applicable)
The “Screenshare'' function allows the teacher to share his or her screen with a student,
students, or the class. To begin screen sharing, follow these steps:

1. Select the student(s).
2. Click the “Start” button.
3. When the pop up window opens, select the window you would like the student to

see.
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4. Click the “Share” button.

To conclude screen sharing, click the “Stop” button.

Limit Tabs
The “Limit Tabs” function allows the teacher to limit the number of tabs a student can
have open. To limit the tabs, follow these steps:

1. Select the student(s).
2. Set the tab limit.
3. Click the “Limit Tabs” button.
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When placed under a limit, the tab limit number will be
placed in the upper right-hand corner of the student tile.

To remove a tab limit, select the students the limit should be removed from and click the
“Remove Tab Limit” button.

Right-Click Quick Options
Right-click on a student tile to see the following quick options:

● Visit site - visit the site the student is currently on.
● Add site to Allowlist - add the site to the class allow list.
● Add site to Blocklist - add the site to the class block list.
● Close site - closes the site on the student’s device.
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● Push site to class - opens the
student’s site on all class
devices.

● Push app to class (if
applicable) - opens the
student’s application on all
class devices.

● Push a site to a student -
opens a site on the student’s
device.

● Send a message to a student
- sends a one-way message
to the student.

● Screenshare (If applicable):
○ Start viewing - allows

the teacher to view a
livestream of what the
student is working on.

○ Screenshare - share
the student’s screen
with another student or
students in the class.

● Limit tabs for student - limit the number of tabs the student can have open.
● Remove tab limit for student - remove an existing tab limitation.

If the student is not currently active or if the four rule options are visible on the student
tile, the “Visit site,” “Add site to Allowlist,” “Add site to Blocklist,” “Close site,” “Push site
to class,” and “Push app to class” (if applicable) options will not be available.
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Class Options Tab
The Class Options tab shows a list of all classes assigned to the teacher.

Edit Class
The edit class button houses the “Info” and “Students” sections.

Info
The “Info” section contains the following options:

● Edit a Class Name - change the class name for your view only.
● Edit a Period - edit the period.
● Set a Beginning-of-Class Rule - set a beginning-of-class rule that will

automatically take effect at the beginning of class. (Your school must use “Bell
Schedules'' in Net Ref to take advantage of this feature.)

● Visibility - hide or unhide classes.
● Exclude From Import - excluding a class from import will prevent the class from

updating with the nightly import (Enable this setting for ad hoc classes).
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Students
The “Students” section allows the teacher to manually add or delete students from the
class. To add or remove a student from the list follow these steps:

1. Select students.
2. Move selected students to the appropriate column by clicking the “<” or the “>”

button OR move all students to the appropriate column by clicking the “<<” or
“>>” button.

3. Click “Save.”
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Hide Class
To hide a class from the left-hand panel, select the “Hide Class” button.

Merge Classes
To merge classes, select two or more classes and select the “Merge” button. Then
choose your primary class and click “Merge”. To unmerge, check off the classes you
want to unmerge and then click the “Unmerge” button.

Add Class
To add an ad hoc class, follow these steps:

1. Click the “Add Class” button.
2. Enter the name of the class.
3. Assign it to a school (if applicable).
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4. Enter the period (if applicable).
5. Set a beginning-of-class rule that will automatically take effect at the beginning of

class. (Your school must use “Bell Schedules'' in Net Ref to take advantage of
this feature.)

6. Check “Visible” if the class needs to be visible in the left-hand menu.
7. “Exclude from import” will be checked automatically and should remain checked

for ad hoc classes (Otherwise, student associations will be removed when the
nightly sync runs.).

8. Click the “Next” button.
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9. Select available students and move them to the “Assigned Students” section by
clicking “<” to move one student or a select group or “<<” to move all students.

10. Click the “Save” button.
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Student Report Tab
The Student Report tab houses student-specific data reports such as Unique Sites,
Total Blocked Sites, and Total Time Online.

Unique Sites
The Unique Sites report provides a bar graph that shows the number of unique
sites the student accessed per day (or hour depending on the date range).

Total Blocked Sites
The Total Blocked Sites report provides a graph that shows the total number of
sites that were blocked via the Allowlist and Blocklist rules.

Total Time Online
The Total Time Online report provides a graph that shows the total time online for
each day (or hour) in the time period.

In addition to the report type (Unique Sites, Total Blocked Sites, and Total Time Online),
each report provides a summary of top sites, rule applications, and time online. Details
of the summaries follow:

● Time Spent on Allowed Sites - percent of the time the student spent on sites that
are on the teacher Allowlist are considered “on task”. Time spent on all other
sites is considered “off task”.

● Top Sites - list of the top sites that the student accessed and the percentage of
time on each.

● Rule Application - pie chart of the time the student spent under each rule
application (Allow, Block, Allowlist, and Blocklist).

Steps to Run the Report:
1. Select class.
2. Select student.
3. Set start and end dates OR choose from the preset dates by clicking the blue

arrow.
4. Click the dropdown box to select the report type (Unique Sites, Total Blocked

Sites, or Total Time Online).
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5. Select the orange “refresh” button.

Example
The following images are an example of the Total Time Online report for Math 201
student Aaron Fowler.
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Class Report Tab
The Classroom tab houses classroom-specific reports such as Unique Sites, Blocked
Sites, and Total Time Online.

Unique Sites
The Unique Sites report provides a bar graph that shows the number of unique
sites the classroom accessed per day (or hour depending on the date range).

Total Blocked Sites
The Total Blocked Sites report provides a graph that shows the total number of
sites that were blocked via the Allowlist and Blocklist rules.

Total Time Online
The Total Time Online report provides a graph that shows the total time online for
each day (or hour) in the time period.

In addition to the report type, each report provides a summary of top sites, rule
applications, and time online. Details of the summaries follow:

● Top Sites - list of the top sites that the classroom accessed and the percentage of
time on each.

● Rule Application - pie chart of the time the classroom spent under each rule
application (Allow, Block, Allowlist, and Blocklist).

● Time Online - bar graph compares the time students spend on the selected
website to the class average. Students that fall outside one standard deviation
are in red.

Steps to Run the Report:
1. Select a classroom.
2. Set start and end dates OR choose from the preset dates by clicking the blue

arrow.
3. Click the dropdown to select the report type (Unique Sites, Total Blocked Sites, or

Total Time Online).
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4. Select the orange “refresh” button.

Example
The following images are an example of the Total Time Online report for Math 201.
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Engagement Tab
The Engagement report provides an engagement summary broken down by classroom.
The report will show the following:

● Engagement - graph with the percentage of students engaged per day
● Time Spent on Allowed Sites - pie chart will show the number of students who

are meeting a minimum time threshold or engaging with selected sites
● Engagement by Student - list of students and the days they are considered

present or absent (“A”) based on the parameters set for the report.

If your “Engagement” tag has been set up by your administrator with sites that are
deemed as educational by your district, you can filter the data by the “Engagement” tag
when running this report. Otherwise, all student activity including time off-task will be
included in the report.

Steps to Run the Report:
1. Select a classroom.
2. Set start and end dates OR choose from the preset dates by clicking the blue

arrow.
3. Select tag(s).
4. Set a minimum daily time.
5. Select the orange “refresh” button.

Example
The following images are an example of the Engagement report for Math 201.
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